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Breeze system features MARTA is making history... 
MARTA is making final preparations 
for the implementation of our 
new state-of-the-art smart
card fare collection 
system called Breeze. 

Soon, our system will 
be 100% smart card, 
making us the first 
transit system in the 
nation – and among the 
first in the world – to achieve this milestone. 

The rollout of Breeze is one of the most important
efforts MARTA has ever undertaken. We’re making
many changes to improve your MARTA experience –
from new entry gates and vending machines to the
way we conduct business. 

Breeze is a sign of more good things to come. It is the
first step in building a brand new MARTA – one you
can be proud of and rely upon. In fact, we chose the
name Breeze because that is what we want MARTA
to be – easy as a breeze for you. 

Installation of the Breeze system will begin in
December 2005 and take place throughout 2006.
You have our commitment that we will do all we
can to make the transition as smooth as possible 
for you. I hope that you will be willing to lend us
your patience and support. You can also help by
taking the time to learn about Breeze – and sharing
that knowledge with your friends and family who
use MARTA. 

We are confident that once it is installed, you will
agree Breeze is indeed a better way and a
successful first step towards a better MARTA.

Thank you for your patronage and your support of
the MARTA system.

Nathaniel P. Ford, Sr.
General Manager/CEO

MARTA’s New Fare
Collection System
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Breeze. We’re Building a Better Way.

 

Project Name: Breeze Card Implementation

Location: Atlanta, GA

Client/Owner: Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit  
Authority (MARTA)

Assignment: Brand development and system launch

Staff Involvement: Cynthia Jones Parks, Shawn Lingle 
and Tom Bigelow

PROJECT DESCRIPTION

Jones Worley was intimately involved in the Breeze card 
for three years. As a strategic partner, the firm worked 
with MARTA to transition 100% of its customers – more 
than 500,000 daily boardings – from an outdated token 
and magnetic-swipe-card fare-collection system to 
state-of-the-art smart cards. This feat had never been 
accomplished in the U.S. before.

Our initial assignment was to develop the naming and 
branding for the new smart card – a project we were 
given just ten weeks to complete due to the Authority’s 
tight implementation schedule. 

We assisted the Breeze team in all facets of the program, 
which included garnering employee support for the 
Breeze card, and increasing customer and community 
awareness about the impending transition.

Jones Worley played an integral role in the full system 
launch of the Breeze card. We invited one of Atlanta’s 
leading advertising agencies, Bigelow Advertising, to 
team with us for this campaign, which focused on the 

critical process of motivating customers to get their 
cards and to learn to use them prior to closure of the 
previous system.

Throughout the process, Jones Worley provided 
strategic recommendations on identifying and 
minimizing challenges, and incentivizing customers to 
have needed behaviors at the appropriate milestones.

After implementing Breeze, MARTA enjoyed a more 
positive image, resulting in:

    • increased ridership by 12%

    • increased ridership among $30k+ household 
income (i.e., lifestyle riders) by 22%

    • increased passenger revenue by 4%

    • decreased crime by 15%

    • increase in “very satisfied” customers by 5%

    • unaided reference to Breeze in influencer interviews

Experience
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BREEZE CARD IMPLEMENTATION

Challenges:

•  Timing: Jones Worley was given 10 weeks to complete a   
   process that typically takes 10 months.

•  Diverse audiences: The card's name and the selected logo 
needed to resonate across MARTA’s diverse customer 
base, which included a wide range of ethnicities, ages and 
education levels. It also had to translate easily into Spanish.

•  Negative image: MARTA had a negative image with some 
target audiences, and a previous slogan – It’s Smarta – had 
become the brunt of jokes.

•  Future: The name needed to reflect MARTA’s vision of 
seamless travel throughout the region and across different 
systems.

Strategy/Goals:

To overcome the obstacles and successfully brand MARTA’s 
new smart card system, Jones Worley:

•  Dedicated a full-time, senior account leader to the project; 
quickly assembled a team of creative, issues-management 
and branding experts; and outlined an aggressive 
schedule.

•  Researched and interviewed MARTA’s peers in London and 
Hong Kong for best practices and lessons learned.

•  Developed a series of simple, “agnostic” naming options to 
avoid alienating the diverse customer base.

•  Tested the name and logo and probed attitudes and 
potential challenges with focus groups.

Results:

In just 10 weeks, Jones Worley developed a name, logo and 
card design for MARTA’s smart card program – and kept the 
implementation on schedule to avoid a $1 million penalty. 
The winning name, Breeze, was unanimously selected as 
the top choice by each customer group – including lifestyle, 
lifeline, frequent and occasional customers of different ages 
and ethnicities – as well as employees at all levels.

The overwhelming support made the decision process easy 
for the project team, general manager, and MARTA board. 
In addition, the new system helped MARTA improve its 
image among key target audiences including customers, 
the business community and influencers, and the name did 
not open the Authority to public ridicule. In fact, in 2004, 
the Breeze name and logo received an American Corporate 
Identity award.

System Conversion and Implementation
Situation Overview:

After naming and branding MARTA’s Breeze card, Jones 
Worley subsequently worked with the Authority for two 
years to transition 100% of its customers – more than 
500,000 people – from an outdated token and magnetic-
swipe-card fare-collection system to state-of-the-art smart 
cards. The conversion was the first of its kind in the U.S.

Challenges:
•  Overcoming fears: Many MARTA customers were leery of 

technology. 

•  Building trust in MARTA: Assuring customers the Authority 
would not “lose” the money customers put on cards.

•  Major behavior change: Customers used to paying with 
tokens had to take extra steps to pay their fares. Pass 
customers would have to switch from buying cards from 
retail clerks to buying from vending machines.

•  Diverse customer base: Smart cards had to work for a wide 
range of customers including elderly, disabled, non-English 
speakers and low literacy levels – and some with little or no 
technology or ATM experience.

Strategy/Goals:

Jones Worley took the following steps to meet MARTA’s 
goals of overcoming obstacles to successfully launch its new 
smart-card system:

•  Frontline staff, who customers knew and trusted, were 
deployed as a key communications vehicle and gave 
hands-on demonstrations to users.

•  The Breeze Bus made visits to all stations, important 
bus-transfer points and key community events to sign up 
customers.

•  Sweepstakes and radio advertising increased urgency and 
provided incentives to purchase Breeze cards before the 
conversion.

•  Free “owned” advertising resources were used to save 
MARTA money; these included posters on buses and trains, 
on-board video, electronic signage and owned billboards. 

•  Progressively stronger messaging with bold graphics 
signaled “Time to Switch” and “Time is Running Out” to 
urge customers to convert.

•  Monitoring and research were used throughout the 
process to guide decisions and gauge progress, enabling 
our strategy to shift as needed during the campaign.

•  Frontline staff were routinely polled on customer reactions 
and they provided early warning on customer rumors.

Results/Impact:

•  More than 420,000 cards were distributed during these 
three phases, and accurate customer contact information 
was collected for a substantial marketing database.

•  A customer survey revealed that dependent, low-income 
riders were well represented among early adopters.

•  A sweepstakes to encourage customers to buy and use 
Breeze cards generated the sale of 195,000 cards and a 
210% increase in card usage. 

•  MARTA’s Breeze smart card reduced fare evasion, which was 
causing a loss of $10 million a year in uncollected fares.

•  Choice ridership on MARTA increased by 22% the first year 
of implementation.

 


